Compound noun and phrase stress practice #1

Circle the stressed syllable(s) in each item below, and mark the tonic stress with an asterisk * before the circled syllable.  Examples: (a) negative *ads  (b) e*lection ad

1. checkbook
2. ID
3. Pamela’s birthday party
4. a little family wedding
5. hair weave
6. the big sweep-across
7. short sleeves
8. law school
9. wooden teeth
10. jewelry store
11. tattoo removal lawsuit
12. Sagmon, Bennet, Robbins, Oppenheim and Taft
13. little work on your manners
14. platonic relationship
15. big law offices
16. weight problem
17. chocolate-covered cherries
18. physical chemistry
19. a very attractive girl
20. importer/exporter
21. immature men
22. the whole elevator business
23. the whole stupid thing
24. Wall Street
25. 5th Avenue